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WHO ARE WE?
Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary (TCS) confiscates and
cares for chimpanzees that have been orphaned due to the
bush-meat and pet trade or human-wildlife conflict, whist
simultaneously working towards achieving chimpanzee
conservation for wild chimpanzees. TCS was founded in 1995
by conservationist Bala Amarasekaran and his wife Sharmila.
The Government of Sierra Leone (GoSL) allotted 40 hectares
of land to be used inside the Western Area Peninsula National
Park (WAPNP).
TCS is an accredited member of the Pan African Sanctuary
Alliance (PASA) and a verified member of the Global
Federation of Animal Sanctuaries (GFAS). In addition to caring
for the 99 sanctuary chimps, TCS actively engages in offsite
community outreach, wildlife field research, environmental
sustainability, conservation education and alternative
livelihoods programs.

BALA AMARASEKARAN
- Founder & Director

OUR MISSION
As Sierra Leone’s primary conservation organization, our
mission is to use education and community conservation to
eliminate the wildlife trade and safeguard the remaining
natural habitats in the country. Through law enforcement, ecotourism, livelihoods programs, and chimpanzee rehabilitation,
we are engaging local communities and multidisciplinary
stakeholders to secure the future of Sierra Leone.

2020 AT A GLANCE
2020 was a year like none we have ever experienced before, not only for us but for the whole world. We
entered the new millennium with excitement and geared up to celebrate our

25th anniversary.

We were

planning events in places like Freetown, London, Barcelona and NYC however all of our plans came to a
halt when, in mid-March, countries around the world began closing their boarders to try and keep out to
the novel Covid-19 virus from spreading.
The government in Sierra Leone also began to put measures in place and made the decision to
the

Lungi International Airport

close

on 22 March, initially for 90 days but extended the closure until 22 July.

This meant that no international flights were arriving or departing from Sierra Leone. In-country movement
were restricted, face masks were required, and people were told to stay home. Nobody knew exactly how
Covid-19 impacted humans, let alone our closet animal relative, the chimpanzee. Tacugama made the
decision to go into a
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standards were very strict and extra precautions were taken at all times.
The sanctuary

reopened

in October and additional handwashing stations were added all over the

sanctuary. Our tour guides received training on how to accurately measure body temperatures, how to
politely ask visitors to wear their masks properly, and how to supervise adequate hand washing.
Covid-19 continued to impact the world in December but despite all our difficulties Tacugama has
endured the storm.
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TACUGAMA COMMUNITY OUTREACH
PROGRAMME (TCOP)
FUNDERS,
The community outreach arm of Tacugama Chimpanzee
Sanctuary,

Tacugama Community Outreach Programme

(TCOP), targets communities living in close proximity to known
chimpanzee populations. The TCOP team works in 42 rural
communities in 2 districts of Sierra Leone,

Moyamba and

Pujehun, and also in Freetown. The goal is to achieve
sustainable management of natural resources, promote the
cultivation of

alternative non-vulnerable crops and sensitize

people to the need for a respectful coexistence with
chimpanzees. Using a multifaceted approach, the program

onserve wildlife species and their habitat, while

aims to c

simultaneously meeting the livelihood needs and development
of local human communities. Although our we did not
accomplish as much as we had hoped in 2020 due to the
coronavirus pandemic, our team did an impressive job despite
all the restrictions

TACUGAMA TEAM
OUTREACH & DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORTERS &
COLLABORATORS

LOMA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK
(LMNP) CONSERVATION PROJECT
LMNP conservation project has been running since November 2018 through funds awarded
to

TCS in partnership with the National Protected Area Authority (NPPA) by the U.S. Fish
USFWS). The project had two main goals: (1) protect the population of

and Wildlife Service (

western chimpanzees in LMNP – which has the highest density of wild chimpanzees in West
Africa – through surveillance and wildlife law enforcement by employing eco-guards and
(2) encourage local communities to respect the nature around them. The second goal is
done by conducting sensitization workshops to raise environmental awareness; promoting

community participation in wildlife friendly initiatives such as deforestation; and
developing

sustainable revenue though eco-tourism activities.

2020 activities:
Distributed seeds
Established 4km walk around park and trained sanctuary and NPAA rangers in
camera trap settings and proper data collection techniques
Implemented TKEEP program
Mapped community with GPS coordinates
X# of missions – setting up and collecting camera traps and data collection
equipped 14 community biomonitors with rain coats, boots, and equipment for
effective patrolling
Supported construction of two locally made hammock bridges
Monitored past projects in 9 communities
95% are doing extremely well
New partnership!

Sunday Foundation agreed to support building a secondary school in
Mansonia community

MOBONDA COMMUNITY
CONSERVATION PROJECT (MCCP)
Mobonda Community Conservation Project (MCCP) targets

5 communities

neighbouring two intact secondary forests surrounded by mangroves that
provide a home for several keystone wildlife species, including the critically

endangered western chimpanzee and endangered Timneh parrot. These
forests, Mai-Mokombo Forest (MNF) and Yelleh-Sorbengi Forest (YSF), face
pressure of deforestation due to slash and burn agriculture, ultimately
threatening water security and wildlife. The MCCP aims to promote communitybased forestry management in combinations with wildlife conservation through
a carefully designed programme that benefits

communities, keystone wildlife

species, and ecologically significant habitats.

MOYAMBA DISTRICT
2020 activities:
Mounted 4 tents at the tourist camp site between Yelleh and
Sorbengi to build ecotourism with camping in the forests
Training local technicians in bird recognition
Community members planted 10,000 seedlings
Planting young mangroves with continued upkeep and
maintenance

MOBONDA COMMUNITY
CONSERVATION PROJECT (MCCP)
PUJEHUN DISTRICT

2020 activities:
Distributed 69 Guinean goats to 23 beneficiary communities
Collaboration with 4 biomonitoring technicians on the use of
the Black View device with the Cybertracker software for
data collection during patrols
2-day meeting where 42 skilled community representative
showcased their talents in developing local artefacts.
Met Lansana Lukulay, an old man who can weave 28
different crafts using the same material
He agreed to train 10 young men as a way to keep his
skills alive and will receive a stipend from TCS in order
to provide material.
Constructed 2 market stalls a Buusu junction and
Ngeyawamie
Stalls are on the main road going to Liberia and will be
used to promote sale of local artefacts and creating a
sustainable income

SORBENGI WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
PROJECT: SUSTAINABLE OYSTER PRODUCTION
In 2018, Tacugama’s outreach team helped form a group called the “

Sorbengi Oyster

Women ”, with the assistance of Irish Aid, that consisted of 25 members of which 90% were
women (21 women and 4 men). For the past two years Tacugama has kept working with the
community to support them with materials, equipment and technical advice, as well as
training on how to harvest the oysters from the roots of the mangrove plants. Tacugama has
also taught community members to

harvest mature oysters and leave the young ones to

keep growing until they are mature. Before the team’s intervention, the mangrove forests
were being lost at a rapid rate due to an unsustainable exploitation. Nevertheless, with
training and technical assistance provided by Tacugama, the group members are now
harvesting oysters sustainably.

2020 activities:
2nd group was formed bringing the total number of members to 40,
20 people in each group, 85% are women (34 women, 6 men)
2 smoking and drying huts went under construction
Distributed 2 solar panels, 2 boats and uniforms
Surveyed area for location to construct a water well

WESTERN AREA PENINSULA NATIONAL
PARK (WAPNP)
2020 activities:
Trained 2 new TCOP field officers:
Alfred and Noah spent the year training in different areas
Rangers discovered a poacher cutting down trees, gave him a warning,
confiscated his knives and destroyed his creations.
Two refresher sessions of cyber-tracking app were held
Used Google Earth Pro to make visual recording of data collected from camera
traps

ONE HEALTH PROJECT:
WILDLIFE/DOMESTIC ANIMAL
INTERFACE SURVEILLANCE
FAO) with funding from the United States

The Food and Agriculture Organisation (

USAID) through the Emergency Centre for

Agency for International Development (

ECTAD) and TCS is supporting the Government of Sierra

Transboundary Animal Diseases (

Leone to put in place mechanisms to detect high impact pathogens at the human/
domestic/ wildlife interface to prevent, detect and control animal disease outbreaks in a
timely manner before they become major national, regional and global crises. Sierra Leone
specifically is a major hotspot for emerging and re-emerging zoonotic disease threats with
the main drivers traced to agricultural intensification, proximity to wildlife reservoirs, and
climate change.

The team carried out

selection and training of 35 community sentinels (21 females and

14 males) selected from 21 communities. Two individuals per community were trained to
support the government by putting mechanisms in place to detect pathogens at the
human-domestic-wildlife interface.

Group photo (FAO, TCS, MAF & Sentinels) in Bo

Educational Posters
TCS's vet presenting the concept of zoonosis

TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMME (TKEEP)
Our

Tacugama Kids Environmental Education Programme (TKEEP) aims to increase

sensitization and environmental awareness in primary schools.

Prior to lock down:
Thanks to the support of A Kinder World Foundations,
Distributed 12 Lenova laptops to 12 urban schools
SAB Technologies (Freetown) offered free trainings with
teachers
Distributed computers to 8 rural communities in the Moyamaba
and Pujehun districts.
Trained 17 teachers in environmental education (EE) started to develop
pre and post experience assignment to reinforce learning inside and
outside the classroom
Despite the ongoing pandemic, schools planned to reopen in September
which allowed
Introduced

TKEEP programs to continue:
TKEEP curriculum in 22 primary schools around LMNP

Scanned computers for viruses and updated software from the
previously distributed laptops.

TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMME (TKEEP)
Since schools were closed down in March our TCOP team developed media programs to
reach out to kid and communities during lock down. They worked in conjunction with the
campaign funded by

LUSH and supported by the Pan African Sanctuary Alliance (PASA):

Action for Chimpanzees: Defending West Africa’s Chimpanzees from the Illegal
Wildlife Trade. TCS is working on a behavioural change campaign about the importance
of the Western Chimpanzees as well as educated communities about how wildlife can
impact humans. Two radio programs were developed discussing (1) illegal wildlife trade and
(2) possible outbreaks that could further threaten human survival.
Media included:
Local

radio shows:

“Good Morning Show” on AYV radio
Universal Radio 98.7
Radio Democracy FM 98.7
Galaxy Radio in Lungi
Star Radio (online based)
Wi Yard (YouTube)
Local

TV programs:

The Views; SLBC TV
Star Television
Many articles published in various Sierra Leone newspapers

Covid-19 and the

TCOP officers, including Ethel Sillah wrote an article “

environment… Can we go back to normal?” that was published in various,
local newspapers

Journalists from 10 media institutions were invited to TCS to have first-hand information on
conservation projects and explaining the importance of

using media to promote TCS’s

goals

ROOTS & SHOOTS
In March with Invest Entertainment and Technical School Youths (IETSY) signed
collaboration to produce EE through cultural activities like drama acts, signing and radio
jingles. Started producing content for radio and TV.

LAW REFORM
Wildlife laws in Sierra Leone are widely regarded as out-ofdate. The punishment for killing a critically endangered western
chimpanzee –

National Animal of Sierra Leone – can be a

fine of less than a dollar.
Tacugama is at the forefront of advocacy in this area. We
want to ensure that the law protects chimps and other
endangered species before it’s too late. It is estimated that if
population decline of the western chimpanzee continues at the
same rate, 99% of the remaining population will be lost by
2060.
We are campaigning for

new wildlife laws in Sierra Leone

that provide sufficient deterrent to stop people from hunting
and trading in endangered species and from keeping them as
pets.

ANIMAL
WELFARE

ANIMAL WELFARE
CARE STAFF
In September,

Dr. Andrea Pizzaro moved on from the

sanctuary in search of new opportunities. She was at TCS for 3
year and apart from her vet skills, she provided a plethora of
support in many other areas.

Dr. Alejandra Romero moved to

the Resident Veterinarian & Assistant Camp Manager role and
in December

Dr. Isliana Carraquilla arrived to support Dr.

Romero as the welfare coordinator.

Dr. Pizzaro with the chimp, Pizzaro

ANIMAL WELFARE

- GROUPS
Zach's Group:
- Zack - AJ - Bingo
- Chippie - Eglo - Rasta
- Reggae - Sarah
- Somebody - Someone

Gorilla's Group:

- Tompey - Gola - Jerry

- Gorilla - Blama - Salva -

- Jerusalem - Yoyema

Sunny - Tigo - Kabalah - Miga

- Jackie - Jackson

Solo's Group:

- Dama

- Solo - Big
Lucy - Kouze
- Marion

Tom's Group:

- Pieh

- Nico - Tom

Tito's Group:

Jazzy's Group:
- Jazzy - Nyanda - Salleh

- Tito - Basma - Exme

- Susan - T.J. Chota - Ratch

- Gabie - Sita - Suzie

- Joe - Abu - Fina

- Suma - Sonia - Bainyaa

- Josephine - Kulay - Mimi

- Bidi - Chica - Jessica

- Woron

- Joyce - Tombo
- Young Bruno

Mortes's Group:
- Mortes - Hashi - Kortu - Lola
- Mac - Michael - Molly
- Monko - Mus - Perry - Tetina
- Winnie - Morlai

Babies Group:
- Fifo - Miatta - Ramba - Lizzy - Flavour - Matilda - Sofie - Rocco Ana - Osman - Caesar - Solo Jr. - Bousy - Jean - Monroe - Yoko

ANIMAL WELFARE

- ARRIVALS

January:

BURN

CELIA

TUBABU

Male - 1.5 yrs old (approx)

Female - 4 month (approx)

Male - 1.5 yrs old (approx)

Origins: Pujehun District

Origins: Pujehun District

Origins: Loma National Park

March:

JULIUS

NELIO

LONGLIFE

Male - 2.5 yrs old (approx)

Male - 2.5 yrs old (approx)

Female - 2.5 yrs old (approx)

Origins: Mekeni

Origins: Bombali District

Origins: Kamakime village

October:

September:

PIZARRO

ROMEO

RUTH

Male - 2 yrs old (approx)

Male - 1.5 yrs old (approx)

Female- 3 yrs old (approx)

Origins: Moyamba District

Origins: Bo Town

Origins: Kenema

December:

Deceased
Ruth arrived with a deep
infectious wound on her left
ankle caused by a snare as well
as a femur fracture, dry cough,
and runny nose. It was later
discovered that she also had
tetanus and despite Tacugama's

BROWN

LEO

Male - 3 yrs old (approx)

Male - 2.5 yrs old (approx)

Origins: Moyamba District

Origins: Tonkolili District

best veterinary care Ruth
regrettably passed away

ANIMAL WELFARE
ARCUS FOUNDATION
TCS was awarded a

2 year grant from

Arcus Foundation will cover capacity
building, enrichment, veterinary supplies
and chimp diet and nutrition. Arcus has
become one of our key partners and we’re
very fortunate to have their support –
especially during these difficult times.

ANIMAL WELFARE
MEDICAL
Health checks on

90 chimps was completed in February by our

dedicated veterinary staff as well as committed volunteers who
came to Sierra Leone to support the project. Test performed
included:
Hepatitis A & B
Tuberculosis
Urinalysis
Heart assessment
Reproductive assessment
-- Supported by University of Minnesota; Barcelona Zoo;
PASA; Jane Goodall Institute – Congo; Choitrams Hospital SL

The following is a break down of the number of procedures
that were conducted throughout 2020:

ANIMAL WELFARE
INTEGRATIONS
The sanctuary has been receiving orphan chimps at an alarming
rate since 2018. The age rages is 2 months to 3 years old which
means our young orphan group is getting larger and larger.
During 2020, in addition to introducing new arrival chimps to

Trying to get the reward out
of the foraging houses!

each other after their initial quarantine period, we continued our
efforts to integrate other chimps into new groups. This process is
done slowly with careful consideration from care staff on the best
method. Throughout the year the following chimps have been
successfully introduced to new groups:

Jackie & Jackson integrated in Zach’s group
Mac was integrated with 12 juveniles in Mortes’s group.

Nico with bottle enrichment

Woron integrated in OLD C

Introductions are initially done between
sleeping dens and go slowly, especially
when introducing young chimps to their
new group mates

ENRICHMENT
We spent the year increasing our efforts to provide new and
stimulating enrichment. During one of our staff capacity building
meetings, before departing, former operations manager, Kim
discussed the importance of enrichment. Staff started getting
creative, especially during the rainy seasons and made use of the
foraging houses.

(LtoR) Monro, Ramba, Flavour,
Matilda with bubbles

ECO-TOURISM
& SANCUTARY

SANTUARY
STAFF - ECOTOURISM & OPERATIONS
There were a lot of staff changed over the course of the
year.

COVID-19 IMPACT
In March 2020 Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary
(TCS) closed its gate for visitors until November 2020
for a total of 7 months. During this time we went into
a lockdown which meant staff remained living in
camp. This increased expenses while not having any
stable income. During this period, all lodges, events
areas, and volunteer quarters were going through
maintenance and refurbishment. Staff members were
trained and we strengthened the biosecurity protocol
for staff and visitors to continue protecting the
chimps even when re-opening.

COVID-19 CLOSURE
Ecotourism programme, that includes Sanctuary guided
tours, forest hikes, forest yoga, and staying in Eco lodges,
provide 58% of the funding for the Sanctuary operations,
without this revenue Tacugama team developed different
ways to raise funds.

Some of the fundraising and social media campaigns included:

SANCTUARY
EVENTS
Going into 2020 we were looking forward to hosting a number of events
to celebrate our

25th anniversary as well as build our ecotourism efforts

with more events. Unfortunately, most of the year we were not able to
host any events due to the corona virus pandemic.
However, some highlights include:

January
Edward and Osman hosted 1 yoga weekend with the theme
“Freedom from Unhappiness”
Rima Nahle also hosted 1 yoga weekend;
Julia Emes hosted 1 private silent retreat for 3 Catholic sisters.

February
Michael hosted 1 restorative yoga retreat weekend

March,
Julia hosted 2 mindfulness yoga retreat weekends.
TCS hosted 100 delegates from the Ministry of Environment in
commemoration of the African Environment and Wangari Maathai
Day Celebration and Women and Environment Forum
Bala was present certificated for Exemplary Contribution to
Environmental Sustainability in Africa

December
1 Birds & Breakfast event
Julia hosted 1 yoga weekend
1 private holiday party held in events area for Shankardas as part
of their CSR support of TCS
1 curry night

MAINTENANCE & IMPROVEMENTS
With the over 8 month lockdown and closure of the sanctuary, we were
able to focus efforts on maintenance projects and upgrades
greenhouse was planted, harvested and replanted
expanded parking
built a staircase to a treetop look out
massage area developed with tranquil waterfall
refreshed eco-lodges

MERCHANDISE
Thanks

to

the

generosity

of

many

Tacugama

supports, we were able to sell a few items to our
international supports.

Paul Glynn, author of 'King Bruno' released a
new addition of his book in support of Tacugama

SOS Primates designed, produced and
distributed a 2021 the calendar with all
proceeds going to the 90+ chimps at
Tacugama

Columbian artist

Selva Selvita illustrated and

printed shirts using organic materials and all
proceeds went to Tacugama

FINANCES

- EXPENSES

FINANCES

- REVENUE
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